
Classial MehanisFebruary 2, 2005Work 2 of the 3 problems. Please put eah problem solution on a separate sheet of paperand put your name on eah sheet.
Problem 1(Hearn)Essay Question: Desribe a method for measuring the radius of the Earth that would havebeen appliable 1000 years ago. You will be graded 2/3 on English writing inluding larityof presentation. Only a few paragraphs are needed, but they should be written at a levelwhere a freshman in ollege an understand them.



Problem 2(Pate)A uniform rod of mass m and length 2L is onstrained to move in a vertial plane. One endof the rod, marked A in the �gure, is attahed with a sliding fritionless pivot to a trakinlined at an angle � with respet to the horizontal axis, where 0 � � < �=2.
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A) Find the equations of motion for the oordinates s and �.B) Find the onditions under whih a purely translational motion (� = onstant) is pos-sible.C) Find the ondition under whih the motion desribed in B) is stable.



Problem 3(Kiefer)A soap �lm is strethed between two oaxial irular rings of equal radius R. The distanebetween the two rings is d (see Figure). You may ignore gravity. Find the shape of the soap�lm. (Hint: When a �lm of soap is strethed aross a frame, surfae tension fores the �lmto adjust itself so that its surfae area is a minimum).

a) Sine the problem is axially symmetri about the line AB, the surfae an be desribedby speifying its radius as a funtion of distane along the symmetry axis (z-diretion),r = f(z). Show that the surfae area for a given funtion f(z) an be written as:S = Z dz=0 2�fqdf 2 + dz2 = Z dz=0 2�fq(f 0)2 + 1 dz = Z dz=0Gdzwith G = 2�fq(f 0)2 + 1 ; f 0 = dfdzb) Sine the surfae area has to be a minimum (extremal) we an use the alulus ofvariations to solve this problem. What di�erential equation has to be satis�ed byf(z)? Give the expliit form of the di�erential equation in terms of G(z; f; f 0).) At this point we note that the di�erential equation does not depend expliitly on thez-oordinate. This implies that there exists a �rst integral of this problem (a onservedquantity), namely C = G�f 0�G=�f 0. Show that this ombination is indeed a onstantin z.d) Use the onstraint you found in ) to obtain an expliit expression for f(z). Determinethe two onstants of integration from the boundary onditions of the problem.e) One of the two boundary onditions leads to a transendental equation that annot besolved analytially. However, for R=d� 1, no solution exists (do not prove). What isthe physial interpretation of this �nding?


